ABSTRACT. We generalize the classical notion of reversibility of a mecfcaisietl system. The generic qualitative properties of symmetric orbits of such sx-ttco* are studied using transversality theory. In particular, we prove analogues alette closed orbit, Liapounov, and homoclinic orbit theorems for R-reversible _Ks_te__s.
Jhe mKt two sections deal with two dassical I^ilto^njystems,Jhe S t f t m e r a^^ o f anothe^f h i^j^^ e x a m p l e s ^n^-r e v e r s i^s y^t e m s . O^o r t a -n T.^ S t c^m e r j n^! l i e r e s t r i c t e d t h r e e bgdy praMemsasexarnplesis _itcros$^ctions. These are codimension one submanifolds of the en ergy surface having the property that each orbit of the vector field intersects the submanifold at least once in every sufficiently large time interval. Hence the study of the qualitative properties of the vector field reduces to the study of the qualitative properties of the induced "first return" diffeomorphism of the section. Because erf the /^-reversibility of tne Stormer and the restricted three body prob lems, tbese Induced diffeomorphisms have special properties. Both can be written as a cwnposition of two involutions U ° R. Moreover, the fixed point sets of 9 0 I R . L . D E V A N E Y both U and R are submanifolds of the section having dimension equal to exactly one-half the dimension of the section. We call such diffeomorphisms /?-reversible. One interesting feature of these cross-sections is the fact that they are both submanifolds-with-boundaiy of the energy surfaces. The flow is everywhere tan gent to the boundary and transverse to the interior of the section. Thus we have a somewhat different situation than what is usually meant by a cross-section for a flow. And so, in an appendix, we define and discuss the basic properties of these sections with boundary.
In the main part of this paper, we study the qualitative properties of i?-reversible systems. More precisely, we consider a 2/i-dimensional manifold M togeth er with a diffeomorphism R of At satisfying (i) R2 = identity, (ii) <UmFix(/?) = H = &dim;W. R is called a reversing involution. Note that we do not require M to be a sym plectic manifold.
A smooth vector field X on Mis then called R-reversible if TR(X) = -X°R.
Of primary importance in the study of such systems are the symmetric peri odic orbits. These are closed orbits of X which intersect Fix (R) in exactly two points. The problem of finding such orbits is thus equivalent to the more geo metric problem of finding self-intersections of the fixed point set of R under the flow map. We remark that Birkhoff and De Vogelaere have used this technique to classify the symmetric periodic orbits in the restricted three body and the Stormer problems [3] , [4] , [8] .
In § §6 and 7, we discuss the generic qualitative properties of i?-reversible systems. In particular, Theorems 6.5 and 7.6 give Kupka-Smale theorems for ir reversible diffeomorphisms and vector fields. Of interest here is the fact that reversible systems, near symmetric periodic orbits, behave qualitatively just like Hamiltonian systems. For example, Proposi tion 7 J shows that, generically, symmetric periodic orbits lie on one-parameter families of closed orbits. Also, in §8, we discuss a Liapounov theorem for i?-reversible systems. Theorem 8.1 shows that, near an elementary symmetric critical point with a purely imaginary characteristic exponent, there exists a one-parameter family of symmetric closed orbits converging to the critical point. Both of these results are well known in the Hamiltonian case. The proofs here, however, are more geometric in the sense that they involve finding transver sal intersections of two codimension n submanifolds of M.
Similar methods yield a homoclinic orbit theorem in §9. We show that hyperbolic critical points of /{-reversible vector fields may admit a stable homo clinic orbit, i.e. an orbit which is doubly asymptotic to the equilibrium and which, moreover, cannot be perturbed away. Under mild transversality assumptions,
we also s&mm that such a homoclinic orbit is a limit of a one-parameter family of symmetric dosed orbits whose periods tend to infinity. We nraark that a similar theorem is known in the Hamiltonian case only for systems w_B_t two degrees of freedom [21] . The: aiiihor would like to acknowledge the advice and encouragement of C.
Simon, ^ Weinstein, and especially his advisor, S. Smale, during the time this paper was bein&wmtten.
I. Ilraersible mechanical systems. In classical mechanics, a reversible mechani cal systenmts a triple (M, K, V) where M is a smooth n-dimensional Riemannian mani fold andi£. Fare smooth real-valued functions on the cotangent bundle T*M of M.
K, the kinetic energy, is given by Vi \ctp \2 where ap G t^M and | • I is given by the Riemannian metric on M. The potential energy V is constant on the fibers of T M and hence -ray be considered as a real-valued function on the configuration space M. IM..BH = K + V. His called a Hamiltonian for the system. Let £2 be the canon ical sympltetlc form on T*M. Then H defines a vector field on T*M via the equation XH is callfedi the Hamiltonian vector field associated with the system. Writing the coordinate ^pression for XH in local coordinates on the cotangent bundle gives the classical fiiOTiulation of Hamilton's equations. Such* systems are called reversible for the following reason. Let (g(t) , p(t))
be an integioi curve of XH, where q is a coordinate on configuration space and p represents, fie conjugate momenta. Then the local coordinate expression of Ham ilton's eqpmtions give immediately that (q(-t), -p(-t)) is also a solution curve for the sy&tem. In other words, following configuration space trajectories of the system in t__e reverse direction also gives solutions of the system. Now let R : T*M -▶ T*M be given by R(ap) = -<xp. We call R a reversing involution* €®i phase space. Note that /?*J2 = -J. so that R is antisymplectic.
The fixedlfMint set of R is the zero section of T*M, and thus is a submanifold of T*Mhawing dimension equal to one-half the dimension of T*M. The blowing proposition follows from the local coordinate expression of Hamilton's* equations. Proposition 1.1. Let {M, K, V)be a reversible mechanical system and let R be /#e reversing involution defined above. Then (i> m*r = h, m m(xH) = -xHoR, (iii> #g-R = R<t>_t where <pt is the flow of XH on T*M.
Note that (iii) above says that (<t>tR)2 = identity on T*M; hence tptR= Ut is an invoteion. Let F(R) and F(Ut) be the fixed point sets of R and Ut respec-__
tively. Since F(R) is the zero section of T*M, it follows that F(Ut) is also an n-dimensional submanifold of T*M. The intersections of F(R) and F(Ut) have special significance. If p e F(R) n F(UJ' the orbit through p is mapped onto itself by R with a change of direc tion. Such an orbit is called symmetric. If an orbit is both symmetric and periodic, it is easy to see that the orbit intersects F(R) exactly twice in any prime period. These intersections belong to F{UT) n F{R) and F(UT/2) O F(R) where r is the prime period of the orbit. They are points of symmetric con/unction. Such points have often played an important role in the discovery of periodic or bits. See, for instance, [3] and [6] .
More generally, one can consider Hamiltonians of the form H = K + PY + V. Here Kand Fare the usual kinetic and potential energies, and Y is a smooth vector field on configuration space. Then PY is defined by PY(otp) = <*P(Y). PY is called a momentum function. Thus XH is reversible in the classical sense iff Y is identically zero. Now die Riemannian metric on Af converts vector fields to one-forms and vice versa. Let Ybe the one-form dual to Sunder this correspondence. Define R: T*M -+ T*Mby R(ctp) = -2?-ap. R\s$C°°involution of T*M whose fixed point set is an «-dimensional^submanifold of phase space. Furthermore, H°R= H. Now if the one-form Y is closed, then an easy computation shows that R*£l = -S_. It follows immediately that TR(XH) = -XH ° R. Thus XH is reversed by an involution very similar to the reversing involution of K + V systems. We thus call such systems R-reversible.
IL The Stormer problem. In this section, we discuss an example of a clas sically reversible Hamiltonian system which also admits another involution which reverses the vector field.
Suppose a magnetic dipole is fixed at the origin in R3 with magnetic mo ment pointing in the direction of the negative z-axis. The problem is to find the trajectories of a charged particle in this magnetic field. Interpreting the field as the earth's magnetic field, we get the setting of the classical Stormer problem.
For more details, see [5] , [6] , [18] , [20] .
After several standard reductions [5] , the problem reduces to a simple Ham iltonian system with two degrees of freedom. The configuration space is M = R2 -0 and the phase space is the cotangent bundle T*M. Let (q, p) be coordi nates on T*M. Then the Hamiltonian is
Thus H is of the form K + V as in §1, and so XH is a classically reversible system. Wk wkk to show, however, that XH may be considered Rx -reversible for a different segversing involution Rv To see this, define fljfrfV qv Py P2) = (?i» ~<l2> "Py Pi)-Then it^ _s antisymplectic and preserves the Hamiltonian. Moreover the plane q_ » 0«"jpt = 0 is the fixed point set of Rv We may thus consider i?t asa re versing in»lution on T*M. An easy computation then shows that XH is Rt -re versible.
Let We = r*(/T *(e)), where t* : T*M -▶ r*A/ is the usual projection. For e < 1/35J, il is known that Fe has two components, one bounded and one un bounded! See Figure 1 . Let Ae denote the intersection of the bounded compo nent of f^ and the x-axis. Se = (t*)~1(A€) is a two sphere which is ^-invari ant. FusAermore, it is easy to see that the equator (qx, 0, px ,'0) of this sphere is a peri€*e orbit y of XH. Now Se -y is a disjoint union of two two-dimen sional disSst. Let 2e denote one of them together with y. Then Se is Rx -invariant. (ii| The first return map 4>: Se -▶ 2e is a composition of two involutions, $ = U« if s.
(iii| The fixed point sets of both U and Rx are one-dimensional submanifolds of 'X^, Tk: definitions and basic properties of sections with boundary can be found in AppersdSii-; I.
Iff. The planar restricted three body problem. In this section we discuss an example of a classically irreversible Hamiltonian system, the restricted three body piid&iem. We show here that there exists another involution of ohm ism™* that reverses the vector field, and thus that this system may also be considered R j -reversible.
Using a rotating coordinate system, the configuration space is M = R2 -{(-m, 0), (1 -jx, 0)} and the phase space is T*M with the usual symplectic form $2.
The Hamiltonian is where (q, p) E T*M and
is the well-known constant of Jacobi. For C large, the region of motion is sketched in Figure 2 . For a fixed value of C, let Nc denote the com ponent of the energy surface corresponding to motion near the larger mass. The vector field XH is everywhere tangent to Nc. Sc is diffeomorphic to an annulus. Dif!^(iW) is the image of P(M) under precomposition by R and thus is a Baire space. TR(M) is a closed subspace of a Banach space. {XG rs(M)\TR(X) = X} is easily see© to be a closed complement of rR(M).
Let L -UR E Diff^OW). Set Uk = LkR. Uk is easily a Cs involution of M. Let F(Uk) = fixed point set of Uk. The following is easily proved:
Hence F(U2k) = LkF(R) and F(U2k+ x) = LkF(U). Thus F(Uk) is an n-dimensioeal submanifold of M for each k, and it follows that Lk = Uf^ £ mf*R(M).
We call F(Uk) the kth symmetry submanifold of L. The importance of these submiEiifolds stems from the following easy proposition.
Thus, certain periodic points of L arise as intersections of the symmetry submanifolds. We call such points symmetric periodic points. Note that if one point on the orbit through p is symmetric periodic, then all such points are.
A classification of symmetric periodic points is given by the following propo sition. The proof is contained in De Vogelaere [6] .
Proposition 43. Let x be a symmetric periodic point of L. Then one of the iterates ofx belongs to 0) F{U2k)C\F(R), 00 F(U2k+x)nF{R\ (iii) F(U2k+x)CiF(U).
In particular, the subsets of these sets consisting of points with prime period 2k (cases (i) and (iii)) or 2k + 1 (case (ii)) are mutually exclusive and completely determine the set of symmetric periodic points.
Let X £ r£(A/) have flow 0r Then 0,/? = /*0_f for all t. Hence Ut =0,/? is an involution of M whose fixed point set is flow-isotopic to F(R). Thus, <f>t = 1/jR is an R-reversible diffeomorphism for each t. Later, we will need the notion of a generic /^-reversible linear map. Note that hypezfeoiicity is not a dense condition inDR(V) since an eigenvalue a + i/J with la + ifil = 1 and of multiplicity one is trapped on the unit circle and cannot be perturbed away. As in the symplectic case, we introduce the notion of an TV- * " *w* UGnM). This action admits local cross-sections rm nat is, given ff 6/Wi there " , neighborhood <, of " £ 1™™ >■ us map x: 0 -a^ satisfying * " m ' W «d a continu-X(£0 = 1^, x(S).ff = .y.
9^^^. _^_ V^^T i , Pk(g)(P) -(gUg-lR)*g(p).
kmf(u)) -Fwg->)ik+i) by Proposition We a n s v e r s e Proof. Openness follows immediately from openness of Cs diffeomor-* phisms that an transverse to the diagonal.
For density, assume first that L £ A*(k) has p £ F(Uk) n F(R) as a sym metric periodic point with prime period fc F(Uk) tf F(R) so T(Uk) O F(/?) is a finite set of points. Thus we may take a neighborhood 0 of p satisfying G*(k) is cesddual. This completes the proof of the theorem. □ Not® that, in the above proof, we cannot use the usual transversal-to-thediagonal ailment to remove the eigenvalue one, since at symmetric periodic points, F|»®po*L) spans only the -1 eigenspace of TxUk.
VIL Generic /?-reversible flows. In this section, we prove a Kupka-Smale theorem fists U-reversible vector fields. The proof is similar to Robinson [13] ; hence we mfy sketch the necessary modifications.
Agaisi^ Af is a compact, C°°, 2n-dimensional manifold, and R is a fixed C°°i nvolution, of Af, with dim F(R) = n.
Let Thm we have (_>y°/?)2 __ identity on a neighborhood of p in V. Hence 4>y = UY*>R where f/y is an involution defined near p. We do not say that *y is /?-revejAIe, however, since dim Zp = 2rc -1. But we do have that dimF(l/y) » dim F%M} = n. This follows since x £ F(t/y) iff
Set ^Y(w) = *(r, w). From (7.1) and (7.2), it follows that *Y(W) C F(UY) foi each r£0. A symmetric periodic orbit 7 of AT through p £ F(R) is called 0-elementary on 2 if tifcere exists an ^-invariant local transversal section 2p on which *x is transverse to F(/?) n 2p. Equivalently, 7 is 0-elementary if F(UX) <f\F(R) at p. This definition is independent of the particular section chosen, and does not apply to orbits winch close up only after two or more iterates of the Poincaji map. Let i £ Tx 2p. Define $(<I>_s(x)) = g(s)Tx^s(i) for 0 < s < t/2. Set $(<t>s(x)) « -7K(|#_/x))) and note that \ is C* /?-reversible along <{>s(x) (| is C* at x and jr by the conditions on the derivatives of g).
Extend £ to a C* vector field on M by means of a partition of unity. +#(y. *) = (* P/tyX*)). / = 1,. .. , n -1, v2mir.x) = cr.YQ<)).
For 0 small enough, we may assume:
(i) All orbits corresponding to fixed points of the Poincard map are O-elementary.
(ii) *:&/-»2p is defined and C*. To complete the proof, choose a neighborhood K, of 32 in 2 such that 32 C V1 C V. Ut V\ be the complement of Vx in 2. Let e > 0. There exists an open neighborhood N2 of X such that each Y G N2 has the property that, for any p e V\, the integral curve of Y through fY(p) returns to /r(2) at least once before time Tip) + e. This follows from the transversality of the flow of X on V\ and the compactness of V\.
Let N -jV, n N2. Then each K G N thus has />(2) as a regularly bounded section with boundary. This completes the proof. □
